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Chris: Thanks for the kind words.
Yes, the rumor is true. I am stepping down. After four years of editing the
NS Newsletter and now the National, along with eUing up all of the
necessary infrastructure in place and getting a full-time job last December,
I just don't have the time to put the newsletter together on a timely basis
as it should be.
A couple of weeks ago, I spoke to Greg of my decision and said that I would
be willing to do the Summer issue since it was so close. However, out of the
blue, I got a call from the new editor yesterday who bluntly said she (her
name is Daphne, a friend of Rose Featherstone' ...watch out for her Chris)
was taking over and wanted to come over right away and collect all the
"files". I put her off till today and will be passing over information to
her. I don't think Rose and her buddies realize how much is required.
I heard second hand from a friend of my wife's who attends the Support Group
meetings that about a month and a half ago (approx.) Rose was spreading news
to everyone that "they" were trying to get "rid" of me. That was news to me.
I don't like that (talking behind my back) and I'm ure no one else does
either. Suffice to say, there is more than one reason why I am politely
seceding my position. I believe it was partly from me taking an objective
view (as you have) towards conventional thinking We" have to see how the
new editor approaches the task.
I might advise you to make sure you and your 0 tario colleagues keep a wary
eye on Ms. Featherstone. She is getting her "fingers into everythingN

• Greg
is somewhat of a "wet noodle" and isn't a strong enough person to deal with
Rose or to maintain the middle ground in the face of the medical view.
If you want, I can pass on your suggestion (asisting with editing) to them,
but don't be surprised if they decline. Anyway, it's been good working with
you Chris ...1 want to keep the pipeline open, so let me know what's going on
there and I'll do my best to let you knopw whafs going on here.
Got to go now ...got to prepare material for the new editor.
Dave
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